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Let us not pooh-pooh the seriousness of enforced
nforced disappearance of 17 -young dynamic
students from Dembi Dolo university in Ethiopia. A message to Abiy Ahemed and his
satellite renegades! Lest we forget!
Preamble
Declaration on the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearance (Adopted by General Assembly
resolution 47/133 of 18 December 1992) proclaims the declaration on the protection of all persons from
enforced disappearance. Moreover, enforced disappearance is defined in Article 2 of the International
Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance which the UN General Assembly
adopted in December 2006,, as: the arrest, detention, abduction, or any other form of deprivation of liberty
by agents of the state or by persons or groups of persons acting with the authorization, support, or
acquiescence of the state, followed by a refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty or by
concealment of the fate or whereabouts
uts of the disappeared person, which place such a person outside the
protection of the law. This declaration depicts the following that urges all states to accept it:
it
Article 1


Any act of enforced disappearance is an offence to human dignity. It is condemned
condem
as a denial of
the purposes of the Charter of the United Nations and as a grave and flagrant violation of the
human rights and fundamental freedoms proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and reaffirmed and developed in international in
instruments in this field.
 Any act of enforced disappearance places the persons subjected thereto outside the protection of
the law and inflicts severe suffering on them and their families. It constitutes a violation of the rules
of international law guaranteeing,
teeing, inter alia , the right to recognition as a person before the law,
the right to liberty and security of the person and the right not to be subjected to torture and other
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. It also violates or constitutes
consti
a grave threat
to the right to life.
Article 2
 No State shall practice, permit or tolerate enforced disappearances.
 States shall act at the national and regional levels and in cooperation with the United Nations to
contribute by all means to the pr
prevention
evention and eradication of enforced disappearance.
Where are the seventeen young, vibrant, dynamic students of Dembi Dollo university?
Enforced disappearance is frequently used as a strategy to spread terror within society and this is what the
current state is executing against innocent people. The feeling of insecurity and fear it generates is not
limited to the close relatives of the disappeared,
sappeared, but also affects communities and society as a whole.
Family and friends of people who have disappeared experience slow mental anguish. Not knowing
whether their son or daughter, mother or father is still alive. Not knowing where he or she is being
bei held, or
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how they are being treated. Searching for the truth may put the whole family in great danger. Not knowing
if their loved one will ever return often leaves their relatives living in limbo.
The Noble prize winner-Abiy
Abiy government doesn't follow the above standards promulgated in the 1992 UN
General Assembly's Declaration on Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearances as it happened
recently to seventeen
enteen young University students. These disappeared students are also at a high risk of
torture
rture since they are placed completely outside the protection of the law. They can be also at heightened
risk of other human rights violations, such as sexual violence or even murder.

Where are They ?

1. Belaynesh Mekonen Demeilew

2. Sirgut Gettie Tibebu
3. Tenalem Mulatie Kebede
4 Samrawit Kere Asrese
1.Attalelegn Getnet Derese

5 Tigist Mesay Mezgebu

2.Girmachew Yenenneh Adugna

6. Eskalehu Chekol Tegegn

3.Girmaw Habitie Emegnew

7 .Kidanie Girmaw Fetene
8. Zewdie Girmaw Fetene
9. Meseret Kefyalew Molla
10. Asabie Ayele Alem
11. Mulu Zewdie Adanne
12. Zemed Birhan Dessie
13. Bitewelegn Atinafu Alemu
14. Monamen Belay Abebe

What will you, Abiy Ahmed Ali, say if one of your family member is kidnapped by preditors you created?
The meandering state-of-the-art of post-truth
truth rhetoric deployed by opportunists and Abiy Ahmed in diverting attention from
the whereabouts of the abducted students to the dam issue with Egypt
Egypt. This illustrates a situation
ation in which a deepfake is used
by opportunists and state terrorists to camouflage the current disappearances and preach a rhetoric about the Grand Ethiopian
Renaissance Dam dispute. The opportunists aare fence-sitting about these young, vulnerable, dynamics but play different roles
here, as distributors and amplifiers not only of the lie but also of its debunk
debunk. The current government and opportunity-seeking
opportunity
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politicians are too occupied with winning the fake election scenario, too incompetent or too preoccupied with personal
enrichment to do the actual steering. Abiy Ahmed run into a brick wall when he was betrayed by his masters: neoliberals and
Arab Emirates, as he created the problem let him solve it!

Som of the portrait of the captives. Where are they? ዐቢይ አህመድ አሊ Abiy Ahmed Ali-The Leader of State terrorist is
responsible for their disappearance. Nobel Prize Laurite for serving neocolonialists and Arab Emirates. You are just
little grasshopper-hopping randomly everywhere with insufficient skill of current world politics. A sinning Messiah
deserves jail for his inhumanity!

Lest we forget!
Please, involve in campaining against Abiy's incidious act of terrorism, to stop forced disappearnce and
the realease of these creams of society from the hands of criminals. We urge all ethiopians to come
tgether to be the voice of the voiceless!
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